MaRisk provides the maritime security intelligence you need to plan and execute maritime operations within shipping, offshore, oil & gas activities.

Since 2008 MaRisk has provided the maritime community with worldwide maritime security incidents alerts and country and sea zone threat assessments.

- A user friendly and easy to navigate System
- Global maps including digital sea charts
- 24/7 incident updates
- 24/7 piracy alerts of motherships or attack groups
- Access to the Risk Intelligence Duty Watch team for queries
- Country and sea area threat assessments
- Statistics tool
- Recommendations and guidance
- Satellite fleet tracking integration

All data within the system is carefully collected, analysed and systematically assessed by the Risk Intelligence analysts, the majority of whom have at least 10-15 years of experience.

Our customers say

“I have been using MaRisk since 2010. I consider MaRisk an essential tool - not only to increase the CSO’s knowledge and awareness, but to transmit that knowledge and awareness to a ship’s crew to keep them on alert when and where required. The information on MaRisk is constantly updated, and any queries are responded to quickly and in detail. The service has proved to be excellent for my scope of work.”

Capt. Daniel Musafia
Company Security Officer
Columbia Shipmanagement [Deutschland] GmbH